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INTERFUEL SUBSTITUTION IN THE CONSUMPTION OF

ENERGY IN THE UITED STATES

Part II: IndustrialSector

by

Martin L. Baughman and Frederick S. Zerhoot

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we specify and estimate a set of derived

demand functions for energy in the industrial sector of the United

States. United States industrial firms have historically consumed

about one third of the nation's total gross -energy. Of this total,

about 75% goes into generation of process steam or is used as direct

heat, about 10% is used in a form of electric drive or for electrolytic

processing, another 10% is utilized as feed-stock for production of

chemicals, asphalts, lubes, greases, and so forth. The rest is used in

other miscellaneous processes. In 1972 the market shares of alternative

energy forms consumed in the industrial sector were 45% natural gas, 25%

oil, 18.5% coal, and 11.5% electricity, whereas in 1-955 the market shares

were 33% for natural gas, 22% oil, 38% coal, and 7% electricity.

It is well known that the industrial sector is made up of many

diverse manufacturing processes and, correspondingly, each form of

manufacture has quite different energy requirements. A convenient dis-

aggregation of the industrial sectors' activities is the C1rLs,, of Mnu-
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facturers two-digit Standard Industrial Classification. Figure 1 displays

the total consumption for each of the industries in the two-digit SIC

classification in 1962. The six largest energy consumers (SIC Ns. 33,

28, 29, 32, 26, 20) account for almost two thirds of the industrial

sectors' energy consumption. In Figure 2, using Census of Manufacturers

value-added data, we have computed energy intensiveness coefficients for

each of the two-digit classifications. The numbers computed are the

ratio of expenditures for energy to the total value-added in each sector. 

Figure 2 shows that, in 1962, energy made up almost 9% of value-added

in the most intensive industries (N°. 29 - Petroleum Refining and Coal

Products, and N. 33 - Primary Metals), but only about 1% for the least

intensive categories.

Historically, the prices of alternative forms of energy have

varied significantly both from state to state as well among fuels within

a' state; for example, in 1972, the average prices of gas, oil, coal, and

electricity consumed in the industrial sector were 52.3j, 75.1t,

46.8¢ and $3.67 per million BTU's, respectively. The cross-sectional

variation in price was from 23¢ to $1.15 per iillion BTU's for gas;

46¢ to 1.25 per million BTU's for oil; 20¢ to 68¢ per million BTU's

for coal; and 94¢ to $8.34 per million BTU's for electricity.

Based upon the above, our a priori beliefs regarding the model

development were: (1) that behavior regarding fuel choice and demand

in the sixties was substantially different from that ust after the

war and that of the fifties; (2) that there was not enough variation

in prices of fuels within individual states over time to identify

sensible demand functions for each state, but that the cross-sectional

variation, after netting out non-price effects, would be ufficient

to trace out a set of equilibrium demand functions for each fuel;

and (3) that like industry within individual states responded simi-

larly to differences in alternative energy prices so that demand

curves applicable to all states could be derived from variation

across states. These assumptions motivated our use of pooled cross-

sectional time-series data. Similar to previous work in the rest-
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dentlal-commercial sector1, we have based many of our equation forms

upon the conditional logit model.

Although we assume like industry to behave similarly across
states, it is likely that different types of industry exhibit

different price responsiveness because of differences in their techno-

logies. We have attempted to partially incorporate the variations in

behavior that arise from differences in the industrial mix by using

interactive variables in our formulation corresponding to fractions of

total value-added in each state accounted for by various industry

groupings. Some equation forms are reported in footnotes that are

specified in this interactive variable formulation. Unfortunately,

most likely due to data aggregation problems, we were not able to con-

sistently estimate preferences for fuels among the groupings used.

Ideally, w;e should have liked to have used data by year, by state,

by industry group, i.e.,fuel prices and consumption and level of

economic activity' (e.g. value-added) data at the two-digitSiC level.

However, no set of data exhaustive of industry groupings exist by state

for even one year from any source, including the U.S. Census of Manu-

facturers publications2

One problem, however, that exists ir the industrial sector

but does not in the residential-cornercial sector, is that energy

prices may be an mportant factor in industry's locational decisions.

These locational decisions have been incorporated into a three-level

decision model presented here. A further problem was the concern

that shortages of natural gas, especially in the time period from

1969-1972, would bias the estimates of price responsiveness in the

various equations3. To circumvent this problem, and at the same time

See Refs. [1], [2].

2 See Ref. 3]. Erickson & Spann estimate-demand equations for
selected two-digit SIC codes for one year of cross-sections,
selected because the data is not available for all of them.

3 Ref. [4] gives a more complete description of the shortages
that existed over this time period.
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to measure its effect, all equations are estimated and reported

over two time periods; from 1962-1967, a period predating the

gas shortages and from 1968-1972, the period in which supply inter-

ruptions took place. Interestingly enough, we found that the main

difference between the two time periods estimates was not in the

magnitude of the long run response, but in the short run response

to changing prices -- or alternatively, the time required for long

run adjustment. Due to the wide cross-sectional variations in

fuel prices compared to the relatively small impact that gas shortages

had on total consumption patterns, even including the period up to

1972, it is not difficult to see why the long-run cross-sectional,

effects are nearly equal over the two time periods. For reasons

to be explained later, we have used the equations estimated over

the second half of the time period for the simulations reported in

section III.

In the construction of the data base for the equations

estimated and reported, our intention has been to account for as much

of the energy consumption by industry as possible. We chose to use

energy data disaggregated by state, which is the most disaggregated

form we could find that would exhaust the consumption of the U.S. This

data included fuel consumption for process heat and motive power uses

but neglects petrochemical uses. Petrochemical uses, for the most part,

aredopendent upon specific energy or chcmical forms and therefore are

not readily substitutable. S as not to bias the estimates of price

responsiveness for the other more substitutable end-use categories,

we have intentionally excluded energy used as feed-stocks from our

data base. A detailed description of the data and sources used for

these analyses is given in the Appendix. lith one exception, the

data base is similar to that used by the Federal Energy Administration

in the development of the industrial demand functions in the Project

Independence analyses and reported in the Project Independence Blueprint

[5]. The exception is that we have excluded feedstocks.



In the following sections we report the model that has been

developed and utilized for these analyses. The discussion proceeds

in the following way. First the overall specification of the model

is presented in Section II. Next, the applied estimation techniques

and estimated results are discussed for each of the three parts of

the model. Finally, in section III, sample simulations are reported

and compared to recent Federal Energy Administration forecasts.
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II. T H E MO D E L

Discussions regarding energy consumption for individual industrial

decision makers can be separated into an interrelated three step process.

First, in the production of output in the various industrial sectors there

exists the potential for substitution between energy and non-energy

factor inputs (capital, labor, materials, etc.). Given a price of energy,

one would expect individual decision makers to choose a mix of energy and

non-energy inputs that ould minimize the cost of production. The energy

requirements would, consequently, depend on the cost of energy relative

to the costs of other factor inputs and the total output of goods and

services.

A second but related level of decision making is the choice of

location geographically within the United States. This locational de-

cision is affected by the cost and availability of the various factor

inputs used for production. Due to the cross-sectional variation in these

quantities, the energy consumption practices of industry are very lo-

cationally dependent.

The third and final related decision is the choice of energy form

(coal, oil, natural gas, or electricity) to be used. Here again, one

would expect a "cost minimization" to take place, with the fuel form

that is perceived to exhibit the lowest discounted capital and operation

costs chosen to meet the energy input requirements.

The model we have selected to describe the behavior of industrial

energy consumption is designed to separate out and capture the simultaneous

interaction of the three decisions. Our first equationrelates total

energy requirements for the industrial sector, at an aggregated level, to

the price of energy and to value added in, mnufacturing, the measure of'
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economic activity used4. The second set of equations attempts to

explain the influence of cross-sectional variation in various factor

inputs, specifically, the cost of energy, on where energy is con-

sumed. The final set of equations incorporates the substitution

possibilities bet'ween alternative fuel forms in response to

changing prices. Figure 3 depicts the three level decision model

used for these analyses. The following three sections describe

the specification and estimation of each of these three components.

LOCATIONAL

DECISIONS

WITHIN STATE

FUEL-DECISIONS

F I GU RE 3

4Ideally the derived demand for energy should be a function of energy
prices, output, wages, and the cost of capitalservices. He have attempted
to include wage rates in the estimating equations, but this
series is highly correlated swith the price of energy, making the
identification of individual coefficients impossible. We are cons-
tructing a cost of capital series using the Hall-Jorgenson [ 6]
approach which we plan to include in future estimating equations.

AGGREGATE UNITED STATES

ENERGY

CONSUMPTION

_ .
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I1.1 TOTAt. U.S. ENERGY DEI'AND IN THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

The first equation of the three-level decision process deals

with total industrial energy input demand for the aggregate United

States. In this part of the model, the intent is both to incorporate

the energy/ncn-energy substitution possibilities that exist in the

aggregate industrial production function of the U.S. and to capture

the scale effect (i.e. the aount of energy requirements as a function

of both its price responsiveness and industrial activity). In this

regard, our relationship is similar in intent to that of Jorgenson [7]

and Hnyilicza [8], although it does not span the entire mix of factor

input alternatives as is done in these works. This equation has

been estimated using aggregate time series data. While cross-sectlonal

data exist, the direct estimation of demand functions using such data

presents certain important problems. The variation in energy consumption

across states for particular industries reflects both pure substitution

effects as well as locational effects across the states. Our aim here

is to disentangle these effects.

The independent variables used to explain industrial energy

demand are the average price5 to the industrial sector and value-added

in the manufacturing sector.

In mathematical terms, the equation used is

(1) TIE = f(VAM, PAVE)

where

See the appendix for a discussion of the derivation of average price.

6 "Manufacturing sector" is to be distinguished from "Industrial sector"
since it is known that our price and ccn-u,.crtion ficures include such
industry as mining, construction and ariculture, but that our value-
added totals do not include these, since their value-added figures
are available only sporadically.
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TIE = total industrial energy consumption in the U.S. (BTU's)

VAM = value-added in manufacturing (167 constant dollars)

PAVE = average price of energy consumed in the U.S. in the
industrial sector (1967 constant dollars).

A priori, one would not expect lagged adjustments in energy consunmption

to changes in value-added because sudden increases or decreases in

production would be reflected immediately in energy utilization

patterns. One ¥would nevertheless expect a lagged response to changes

in energy price since the purchase and disposal of plants and machinery

to accomodate different levels of energy input per unit of output Is

not a short term phenomenon.

Three basic types of lagged response were estimated. In the

first case, the prices were entered in an ordinary distributed lag form.

Ho-:ever, due to the high degree of nulticollinearity among the lagged

prices, the results were unacceptable. Since an Almon lag specification

would only worsen the multicollinearity problem, a geometrically

declining lagged response was imposed on the price term with a Koyck-

lag. In this case the equation is structured so that the influence

of changes in value-added are immediate in their effects on con-

sumption, but adjustments to changes in price are geometrically

distributed over time. The estimated results were:

Log(TIE)t A + B * Log(PAVE)t + C * f(Log(V'1)t - D * Log ( )tl] t

+ D * Log (TIE)t-l

RANGE = 1948 to 1972 CRSQ = . 974 DW = 1.83 F(3/21) = 292.690

COEF VALUE T-STAT

A 14.1 2.34

B -.154 -1.04

C .628 13.6

D 0.218 1.00
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The estimated coefficient of the lagged dependent variable in this

case is very small. A value of .218 implies an adjustment time of

considerably less than two years, and in addition, it is not significant

(t-statistica 1.0). The price coefficient (also lacking significance)

implies a long run elasticity of about -0.2. The results of this

equation seem to indicate a lack of lagged response, so our only

alternative was to estimate an equation without any imposed lagged

structure.

The third form estimated, therefore, assumes no lagged adjustment

processes. Since with ordinary least squares estimation the presence

of first order serial correlation was detected, the results, presented

in Figure 4, have been estimated with a technique that nets out a first-

order autoregressive process7. Both Durbin-latson statistics indicate

that at the 5 level the serial correlation formerly present has been

removed.

The results are reported for two time periods, 1950-1967,

and 1950-1972, so that we can test to see if natural gas shortages

are biasing the estimates in the longer time interval. The results

indicate there Is little difference in the estimates between the two

time periods. The estimated price elasticity is about -0.25, the

estimated value-added elasticity is about +0.65, and the coefficient

of price is still not significant at the 55 level for either equation.

At this point, we are faced with the prospect of either

utilizing this result even though price is not statistically signi-

ficant, or dropping price out of the equation and concluding that

the price elasticity in the industrial sector is zero. Either way,

the price elasticity of total industrial energy emand is very small.

7The technique was based on an iterative search procedure for the
serial correlation coefficient that minimized the sum of squared
residuals. See reference 9] for a more complete description.
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ESTI0'ATION RESULTS FOR

TOTAL U.S. IU'STRIAL EPRGY DE',A'D

1950 - 1972

Log TIE = 15.70 - 0.219 Log (PAVE) + 0.688 Log (VAM)

(4.48)

R2 0.953

(-1.13)

F= 204

(16.05)

DW = 1.88

1950 - 1967

Log TIE = 15.78 - 0.280 Log (PAVE) + 0.652 Log (VPtl)

(4.90)

R2 . 0.963

(-1.51 )

F 207

(17.32)

DW = 1.96

TIE = Total U.S. energy consumption for 'jstrial sector

(less petrochemical uses)

PAVE= Deflated average price of fuels consumed

VAM = Deflated value-added in Manufacturing

FIGURE 4
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11.2 LOCATIONAL EFFECTS

The second set of equations, of our industrial energy demand

model deals with where energy is consumed among the individual states,

and implicitly deals with industrial decisions to move to or remain

in a particular state. The output of this part of the model is the

fraction of total U.S. industrial energy demand that each state

comprises.

The United States is broken down into forty-nine locations for

this analysis -- D. C. and all the states except Alaska and Hawaii 8.

We use a logit formulation to relate the cross-sectional configuration

of energy consumption to industry's preference for various state-

specific attributes. (For a further discussion of the theory and

properties of the conditional logit model, see reference [2 ]). The

energy consumption (E) for state i at time t can then be written as:

(2) Et i
* TIE

where

TIE is the total U.S. industrial energy consumption

E is the total demand for energy

X is a vector of state-specific attributes and

I(Xit) is the choice index for state i.

8Alaska and Hawaii are excluded from the sample because data for
the total demand equation excluded them.
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If we divide both sides of (1) by TIE, w.e obtain a ;nore con-

ventional hare formulation:

(3a) Fi

where

E t
t Ei

Fi = TIE - fraction of total U.S. industrial energy

consumption in state i at time t.

and where, by definition,

49 t
(3b) .1 Fi = 1.0

It is this specification (3(a) + 3b)) that we use for this part of

the model.

There are many properties that can be considered as state

specific attributes ( it). An industry locates in a particular state

because of low fuel prices, cheap ratw materials, ease of transportation,

proximity to related industry, the availability and costs of labor,

etc. The selection of appropriate state attributes is complicated at

first by the fact that many possible regressors are more the result

than the cause of industry's location. For instance, value-added in

manufacturing and the number of manufacturing employees measure industrial

activity already in a given state, but these variables are not really

a measure of the inherent attractiveness of a state for industrial

location. What is desired for this part of the model are variables

that are state specific and unambiguously descriptive of those charac-

teristics an industrial customer would consider in a locational decision.
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For testing the locotional hIpothcsts, two rgressors were

chosen. The first is a ,,elghtcd fuel price for ecch state (cons.

tructed by w:eighting each fuel price by its market share in the

state) and the second is the population of the state (chosen for

its indication of the size of the potential labor force). The

first is a measure of the cost of energy inputs, the second is a

measure of the availabilify of labor inputs. ("Population" is

preferred here to "number of mdnufacturin employees" because it

is only indirectly connected with the production of manufacturing

goods and the amount of industry already in existence 9 ). Though the
cost of capital services in any state is relevant to industry's

production decisions, it was not felt that the cost would very

significantly from state to state or would thus influence industry's

geographical movements.

Though industry micht decide to locate in a particular state

on the basis of the state's current price and population, it does

take time for industry to mske a move and re-establish its energy

consumption trends. To account for this fie utilize a partial

adjustment model, i.e.,. we assume that the change in state fuel

shares is proportional to the difference between existing shares

and those desired. If t. desired state shares at time "t" are

designated as Ft (where the desired values are a function of the

current period price and population configuration only) then the

adjustments are modeled to take place according to the follcwing

equation:

'-'t n nn ( F * t,t, , t * Ft,t-1
F F =t7l) ) - njt _ J,t- F F

Fj,t

with X being the proportionality constant. If we assume that the

9 The population variable does have other problems, ho:ever, namely,
that people will be attracted ito the location of industry.
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choice index for state "i" can be written as:

i(X S t) + C* Log (Po P t)

where

Pt is the weighted average price for each state i at

time t.

PoPjt is the population of state i at time t.

then the log-odds formn of equation (3a) can be ritten as:

PS(t PoP t

(4a) Log (F ) = B * Log - ) + C * Log it)+
PS1 PoP

F t - l

+ D * Log (F T)

In the presence of serial correlation, ordinary least squares

est;;ation of (4a) Qwill yield inconsistent esimates because of the

presence of a lagged dependent variable appearing on the right hand

side of the equation. Additional problems may arise because of the

use of cross-sectional data where there are differences among states.

Perhaps the best way of handling this proble. is to use the error-

components technique of Balestra and Nerlove 10, An alternative

lOSee Reference [103. Estimation with 5 or 6 years of data
(1962-1967, 1968-1972) leaves only 4 or.,5 observations
with which to estimate a serial correlation coefficient for
each state with the Balestra and erlove technique.

It was felt that, with so few time observations, the error-
components technique of Balestra nd f.erlove might even yield
estimates worse than OLS.
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technique for obtaining consistent estimates is to use an instru-

mental variable esti-mating technique in combination with scparate

dum.my variables for each state. However, because of the small re-

lative movements in actual state shares over the period of our

data, the Inclusion of state dumnny variables marely explains with

a set of constants the state fractions. For this reason we did not

use the separate state dummies. We have, ho-,-,ver, applied a two-

stage least-squares estimating technique to obtain consistent

estimates. Ie have also utilized a weighting procedure to remove

heteroscedasticity bias.

The hterosccdasticity adjustment is nccessary because, if one

assumes that the consumption of fuel in any state is proportional to

the numLcr of individual ccisions made in favor of that state, then the

variance of the observed mean frequency (stat3 share in this context),

is proportional to the reciprccal of the number of decisions made. To

assure that the residual error terms of the estimated equations have

constant variance, each observation has to be multiplied by the square

root of the nu,,'r of decisions ncluded in the observation . Fur

this case this nu,',er is proportion4l to the square root of the su.m

of the consumption of the t;o states in each of the log-odds ratios.

This eighting procedure was used throughout in the estimation of

the stCan,-split equations as ;ell as in the similarly formulated set

of fuel-split equations described in the nes- section.

The sample period for the estimates are 1962-197 and

1968-1972. A priori, one swould expect the coefficient of price to

be negative, the coefficient of population to be positive, and the

coefficient of the lagged dependent variable to be positive and

somewhere between 0.9 and 1.0, due to the time equ-red for locational

adjustment. The estirF;ted results for both time periods are presented

11See Reference 11], pp. 174-177
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in Figure 512

The major difference in the estimates over the two time periods

is the size of the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable,

or, since the size of this variable determines the time required for

adjustment, the length of the adjustment process. The time required

for 90% adjustment in equation (5a) is 26 years, while in (5b) it

is well over 50 years! Apparently over the 6 year period 1952-1567

there was so little change in the geographic patterns of energy con-

sumption that the changes and the motivating influenccs were, for

all practical purposes, inestimable. By the late sixties and early

seventies, however, it is a fact that there was more movement in

energy prices (in real terms) than in any comparable period for the

previous twenty years. For this reason, e feel the estimates for

the period 1968- 1972 to be miore reliable.

Since the long run price elasticity for both equations is

quite high, with a value of -2.0 in equation (5a) and -2.5 in equation

(5b) the question is not, ,,.hat is the magnitude of the long run res-

ponse (in both cases it is high), but rather, how long is long run.

A priori, 25 years seems much rore reasonable in this context.

12knot': r form of equation (4a) was also estimated. Here e tested
whether the costs of lubor (,asured using average wage rates of
manufacturing employees) play a sicnificant role in the locational
decision. The estimated results (ith W i signifying age rates in
state i) were:

F PS. PoP. W i

log ( C:BL * Log ( + * Log (-- + D* Log ()+ E Log ]

COEFFICIENT T-STAT

B -0.167 -5.19
C 0.051 3.15
D 0.042 0.63
E 0.916 49.9

R2 = ,983 F = 4574 RANGE = 1968-1972

The coefficient of wages is 41nsirnificantly different from zero,
and thus, the hypothesis rccJ not e accepted.
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STATE ALLOCATICON EUATION

1958 - 1972

EQUATION (5a)

F1 PS i PoP
Log () -0.17 Log (-) + 0.054 Log ( ) + 0.91

(-5.18) (3.44)

R2 = 0.983

F t-l

6 Log ( t-1)

Fj

(49.9)

F= 240

1962 - 1967

EqUATIOr (5b)

Log ( ) =-0.034 Log ( ) + 0.013 Log ( )+ 0.87 Log (t l)Lo 3 (-- +0

(-1 .40) (1.06)

2
R .994

(72.9)

F = 20,800

where:

PSi is the w;eighted average price for each state i.

PoPi is the population of state i.

t-l superscript indicates a one period lag.

i and j subscripts denote the ith and jth states

F I G U R E 5
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Even though this elasticity s quite high, it s not inconsistent

with historical trends in industrial d velopment. Figure 6 displays

a plot of actual vs. fitted results for 1972, and there it can be seen

that just nine states have significantly greater than 2% of total

U.S. consumption, and that Texas, the state historically with the lowest

energy prices, comprises by itself about 18;, of total U.S. consumption.

With the recent reordering in cross-sectional energy costs, these

results have most important implications for future georaphical patterns

of industrial development.
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11.3 FUEl. CHOICE DEC!SI.NS
- .

The third and final set of equaotons of the model are the

fuel choice relationships. Total demand for industrial energy,

having been determined for the country and distributed among the

states, is now split by fuel within the states. As n our previous

work in he residential-commrcial sectcr, the conditional logit

formulation of fuel choice is used.

The main eplanatory variables used in this part of the model

are the four fuel prices. Ue would have liked to have also included

the cost of differcnt fuel consuming equip:,;ent; however, the information

needed to construct a scr'cs of this nature was unavailable
1 3 .

Similr to the forlation dlscussed in the previous section,

the basic model for the fuel split relationships in th3 log-odds form

can be written as:

s,t
S

log () =A1 + B*log

s,t
S.

log ()
e

s,t

s,t

PG)

= A2 + B*log ( )

log () = A3 + B*log
K e

PC
(FCL

s,t

s,t

s
S

+ C*1og ()
e

S

+ C*-
e

S

+ C*log (-)
e

(6a)

,t-1

,t-l

,t-1

13It is unlikely that thc-e values are corelated with other included

independent variables so that tihe issr:-cification should not result

in biased esti ntaes. It is also unlikely that there is very much

cross--sectional variation in these capital costs.

..
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Sg S ' t = Market share of gas in state s at tir t.

So = Market share of oil.

Sc = Market share of coal.

Se = Market share of electricity.

PG = Price of gas.

PO = Price of oil.

PC Price of coal.

PE a Price of electricity.

A 1 - A 3 , B, and C = estimated coefficients

where again, as indicated by the laggcd dependent variables in

equation (6a), we assum. a partial adjustment model.

Equations (6a) and (6b). were estimated with the same techniques

used for the state-split equations. Like the state-split equations,

where the cceficients of like attributes were. constrained to be the

same over all states, in the fuel equations the coefficients of the

fuel attributes (prices) are constrained to be the same over all

fuels. Unlike the state-split equations, however, we use a different

constant term for each fuel to capture unspecified differences in

technique attributes, such as differences in capital costs, clean-

liness, etc

The estimation results for equation (6a) are presented in

14 See Ref. [23 for further discussion of these autonomous
"technique specific" effects.
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Figure 71516* The price term is significant at the 1% level in both

1 5Attempts have been made to separate the responsiveness to fuel price

in the various types of industries. This was done by multiplying
the various constant tenns and prices by t:o frctions sunminn to

one -- one for the eight most enerny-intcnslvo industries of Figure
1 and one for all the rest, constructed by tau'irg the ratio of the

value-addd for t.:o collectively exhaistive c-cps o , the two-igit
SIC breakdocwn vwich total value-added iil th:, mnufacturing sector.
The results were:

VARIABLE iCEFICiEi'T (T-Stat) CEFFTCiET (T-Stat)!
Intensi:e Sectors FI cn-intansive Sectors

Gas-Elec. Constant -0.02 (-0.03) -0.65 -3.72
Oil-Elec. Con;stant 0.01 0 .04) -0.85 -5.60G
Coal-Elec. Constant -0 .3 (-1.34 -0.91 -5.02
Price log(Pi/P)] -0.26 (-1.99) -0.43 -530)-0.43 3_30)

Lag4cd Dependent Variabl 0.33 (54.97)

RANGE - 1968 - 1972 R2 = 0,9F8 F(8/726) = 2813

The results ycld bcut 61 hii.r el:stlcity. c- substitution for
the non-rnCrov tenn-: industry :ir n for the enrrgly-
intcni,Ec T1J,:.:7s~.r' II_'is indiC:tCs tn.t t-ea cncrc-lintensive
indiustries are probcbl rore locked into .p"ciiic fuel fon sr for
their processing needs.

1 6Another s ecification which allowed for differ -t: price responsi'eness
for each uel form :as also estimated. This vwas done because, in
reality, e know that the fuels, since t'hy re not perfect sUbstitutes
do not nccessarily pcssess the same elasticity of substitution as the
conditional lqgit formulation in the t.At :ssumes. The estiniation .as
done by allo;,ing the coefficient of each price term in equ-tion (6a)
to be different. The estimated results ,,;ere:

VARIABLE

Gas-Electricity Constant
Oil-Electricity Constant
Coal-Electricity Constant

Gas Price
Oil Price
Coal Price.

Electricity Price

COLFF" EIT (T-Stat)

-I .,ii -i .95
3.52 1.49
-3.10 -1.54
-0.38 -7.55
-0.02 -0.14
-0.47 -3.42
0.30 6.19

Lagged Dependent \,!rieale 0.83 (G5.4)

RANGE = 1963 - 1972 R2 .F(7/727) = 3184.



VALUE

-0.357

-0.489

-0.650

-0.323

+0.844
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ESTIVqATION RESULTS, FUEL-SPLIT RELATIONSHIPS

1 968 - 1972

COEFFICIENT

A 1

A2

A3

B

C

R2 = 0.968 F = 5539.

FIGURE 7

COEFF IC'T -TS CFI'.D IN FATIO (t6a)

1962 - 167

A1 -0.043 -1.10

A2 -0.160 -4.52

A 3 -0.143 -3.00

B -0.083 -2.66

C +0.94 92.1

R2 = 0.982 F = 10,100
R~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- F, j ,

_ I _ -

. _ l .-- _

T- STA

-4.89

-7.14

-7..93

-8.03

59.9

77 71
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equations. Again, the major difference between the two periods'

estimates is the coefficient of the lagjed dpendcnt variable.

The period 18-1972 (as in the state-splits) ain yields higher
short-run elasticities and shorter adjust,~ent timies. For 1968-1072

the estimated tire required for 9 adjust.r:nt is abcoit 14 years,

whereas for the period 1962-1967 the implied djustment time is over

30 years. Based upon priors, 14 j,,'rs seems tc be more realistic,

especially nc,:, that fuel prices hve seen abrupt change in recent

months.

The values of the constant terms indicate that, aside from price,

the industrial sector prefers first electricity, secondly gas, then
oil and finally coal. If all fuel prices :ere set equal, the mix of
industrial fuels consu--.d :ould tend tciward rcarket shares of 35% elec-

tricity, 25% rjs, 21' oil and 1&' coal.

The lcnC-run el"sticity o' substituton bet.,ecn the fuels is
estimated to be about -2.0 for 19G6-1972 and -1.7 for 1962-1967.

Both values are quite large. Int--cstingly enough, the earlier

period exhibits the lo.ar elasticity, counter to hat you would

expect if gas shortvags removed price as an effective decisicn ins-

trLent.

To better shc,! the importance of prices, Ficur 8 displays the

average price easticit tr x of -- kt '.rAresi 7 for bot; the short

and long run calculated frcm the 15-172 cstimatCs. The crCss-

terms indicate that consu:-ption "switchcd" in response to a change n

a given fuel's price is switched to the alternative fuels in proportion

to their already existing market shares (hence, equality of the off-
diagonal terms in each column). For comparisonri o our results in the

residential-conmercial sector, Figure 8 also show-s the equivalent

'7The market share elasticities should not be confused with the
elasticities of d.c-and for each oI the fls; One has to account

orlocationa an 'c-,a[ ctcr cFrlcc e;c-zc bofore we have a true
demand elasticity for any given fuel. In th- next section the entire
model is used to derive a set of fuel elzsticities.
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long run matrix for that sector.

Finally, it should be noted that the matrices displayed in

Figure 8 are average U.S. elasticities, derived using U.S. market

shares. In reality the elasticities vary from state to state. Tc

compute then for any state one need only use the appropriate state

market shares. To give an indication of the variation of market

shares and at the same tire to illustrate the quality of the estimated

relationships, Fiures 9-12 show plots of the actual vs. fitted market

shares on a state by state basis for 1972.
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AVERAGE '.RKET SRE ELASTICITIES

IN TE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
_D _ _

Short-Run (S

Long-Run (L

R)
R)

Pg

Sg SR

L R

So S R

L R

S c S R
L R

Se S R

L R

0 Pc
-- , -~-~·L-Y ~ -- WL;·mW· C

-0.16

(-1.02)

0.17

(1.09)

0.17

(1 .0)

0.17
(1 . 09)

0.04

(0.26)

-. 28

(-1 .79)

0.04

(0.26)

0.04

(0.26)

0.07

(0.45)

0.07

(0.45)

-0.25

(-1.60)

0.07
(0.45)

.04

(0.26)

.04

(-. 26)

.04

(0.26)

-.28

(-1.79)

REST n? "' TIAL rnd C' 'ERCIAL

Pg Po

Sg L R
9

-. 545

.555 -0.390

.555 .187 -.755

FIGURE 8

So

.187

L R

L RSe
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III. ANALYSrS wITH THE HMODEL

tn the previous sections we have described our model fr

industrial energy and fuel demands. In this section the model is

utilized to cc,-;pute a matrix of fuel demand elasticities and to

project the future de,-and fcr fuels in the industrial sector from now

to the year 185 for a set of alternative assumptions about future

fuel prices.

The Elasticities

Recall that the model incorporates equations for thrce simultaneous

decisions. The first is an euation for total energy demand (excluding

feedstocks) of the industrial sector in the U.S. The second is a set

of equ&tions Lased to derive the cross-sectional energy cons:ption

patterns by state. The final equation is used to derive demands

for each of the four specific energy fo-.ms in each state. Since all

levels of the model simultaneously utilize information on fuel prices

(directly in the fuel-splits, indirectly through weighting in the

state-split and total energy demand equations) it is difficult to compute

analytically all the elasticities discussed in section II and obtain

a set of price-elasticities for each of the fuels in the model. They

can be easily obtained, however, through simulation.

Figure 13 presents the short-run (one-year) and long-run

elasticities for each form of energy included in the model. These

have been derived via simulation by altering individually the prices

of each energy form (by 5'), and then using the simulated results

one year and tenty years after the change to compute the relevant

fuel price elasticities. This was done round a trajectory of prices
corre'sponding to those used by the F.E.A. for their S7/Bbl. analyses

(See Ref. 5], pg. 69). The results iridicate that the long-run self-
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elasticities of demand vary from -.81 to -1.32. The highest value

corresponds to oil at 1.32, followed very closely by electricity at

-1.28, coal at -1.14, and the lowest value for gas at -.81. The

long-run cross-elasticities vary from + 0.13 to 0.75.

The highest cross-elasticity exists for changes in natural gas

price and the lowest for changes in oil prices, exactly the opposite of

the relative magnitudes for the self-elasticities. This is due to the

present configuration of fuels consumption in this sector in combination

with the relative total demand and substitution elasticities that were

estimated in the previous section. In Section II, the elasticity of

total U.S. industrial energy demand was estimated to have a value of

-0.2, while the substitution elasticity between fuels was estimated

to have a value of about -2.0. Consequently, with a change in a given

fuel's price, the relative substitution, or fuel-switching, response

is about 10 times as large as the total dmand for energy response in

this sector. If a fuel comprises a large pcentage of the market,

then a change in consumption of that fuel, when distributed to the

remaining fuel categories, represents a high percentage change in the

consumption of those alternative fuels. In 1972, natural gas represented

over 5 of the energy consumption in the industrial sector. Due to

this configuration the cross-elasticities for natural gas are much

higher than for the alternative fuels. Similar reasoning explains the

relatively lower self-elasticity f natural gas. In all cases, the

short-run elasticities are about one-twelfth of the long run, indicating

a 12 year adjustment time.

To fully appreciate these numbers, hoaever, one must realize

that they are applicable only to the nation as a whole. In actual

fact each state has a different set of elasticities that are a function

of the presently existing market shares of each fuel and the relative

fuel prices. Our model implicitly incorporates these differences in

the simulation mode. Figure 13 exhibits only the national responses.
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THE SiULATIONS

We report three simulations of the model ccrresponding to three

possible future st-tes of the world. The first two cases to be presented

are dircctly co,:?nrable in assumptions to to cares reported in the

Project Indcnende ce Report [5] by the Federal nergy Adiinistretion.

The final case presented is an extrapolation of fuel costs beyond

1972 through 1985 assuming tat the sharp rise in fuel prices

acccmp nying the Arab Oil Ebatrgo did not occur. In all cases it

is assurmed that real value-added grc,.s at 3.7% per year and popu-
lation gross at 1.02% per year in all states.

The fuel prices used in these simulations are given in Figure

14. The fossil fuel prices for Case I and II correspond to those

reported in the Project Independence Report (ref. [5 ], pp. 69 .

for $7 and 11 per barrel oil in the "usiness s Usual" scenarios.

The electricity prices ere computed frcmn a model of electricity

supply and demand, constructed nd reported elsehere8, for the fossil

fuel price conlf-iuraticn of Case I. For Case iiI we assume O.P.E.C.

never care into existence ard that after 1972 the costs o fossil fuels

increased at a real rate of 2 per year. The electricity prices swere

obteined frcm the same electricity model using the assumptions about

fossil fuel costs for this case.

For simulation purposes, the average wholesale prices are

used as indices to obtain price movements for each state at the point

of consur.tion. The refining, transportation, and distribution mark-

ups are assumed to remain constant in real terms over the period.

The simulation results for the entire U.S. are presented in

Figure 15, ith the actual 1972 consumption figures and the forecasts

for the $7 and $11 per barrel cases (Cases I and II) derived by the

18 See Reference [.12].
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REAL PRICES (1974 dollars) USED FOR S.LATIONS
_ =

F I G U R E 14

Oil is average price at the wellhead

Gas is average price at the wellhead

Coal is average price at the minemouth

Electricity is average price per kilowatt-hour consumed

CASE I - F.E.A. $11 p.r barrel

Oil Price latural Gas Coal Price Electricity

Price Price
($/rbl) ________________ ..,Kir.(/bl) (e/iCF) (Ston) (t

1975 I 6.70 64.2 10.44 2.39

1980 10.34 64.2 10.44 2.46

1985 10.86 64.2 10.44 2.27

CASE II - F.E.A. $7 per Barrel

1975 5.50 64.2 10.44 2.39

1980 7.00 64.2 10.44 2.46

1985 7.00 64.2 10.44 2.27

CASE III - NIo O.P.E.C. ( er yecvar real increase)

1975 4.16 62.4 7.80 1 .96

1980 4.59 68.9 8.62 1.99

1985 5.07 76.1 9.52 1.87

_ , . _ . _i.5.0 7



F.E.A. The F.E.A.'s forecasts are an interesting comparison because

they W:ere derived frcm- a model similar in'construction.

Several things should be noted about the comparison between

our model and the F.E.A.'s, however, before discussing the numerical

results. The F.E.A. uses Bureau of ines (B.O.M.) accounts for de-

termination of ccnsumpticn in the industrial sector. The main dif-

ference is that feedstocks, or raw material uses, have been excluded

from our data, but are included in the B.O.M.'s data and the F.E.A.'s

model. Petroleum for raw material use w.aas 3.4 quadrillion BTU's (quads)

in 1972. This accounts for the disparity between the B.O.M.'s rd our

oil consumption data .in 1972 shown n Figure 15. Also, the urc, u of

Mines reports electricity consumption in 1972 as 2.5 quadrillion

BTU's, compared to 2.2 for us. The reason for this disparity is

unclear because the ureau of "ines indicates that it uses Edison
Electric Institute sales dta to derive their nuher and we use

the se!.'. Apparently the Eurcau of .lincs must iclude some losses
in their sales to arrive at the 2.5 quadrillions. A further dis-
parity also exists in coal. Part of this difference again s that

the Bureau of ;lines, and thus the F.E.A., ncludes coal for raw

material uses in its data (about 0.1 quads); but the major difference

is accounted for by the BTU's conversion factors used to derive

the numbers in Figure 15 from actual sales units (in tons). Whereas

the B.O.M.'s uses about 26.8 million BTU's per ton for industrial

coal, we use the electric utility conversion factors hich average

about 22 million BTU's per ton. Conlselt:entlv, a11 our coal u.ters

need to be multiclied by 1.22 to e cc-3arable to the F.E.A.'s.

Finally, our gas consumption number is slightly higher than the

F.E.A.'s in 1972. This is because wte include "lease and plant fuel"

in the industrial consumption category, hile this has been excluded

by the F.E.A.

.- Mr
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U. S. SIMULATION' RESUL.TS

Quadrillions of BTU's

Industrial Sector

1972 Actlual

Actuw

1975 CSE

CASE

CASE

1 O80 C ASE

CASE

C/SE

CASE

CASE

1C85 CASE

CASE

CASE

CASE

CF.E.A.)

il (Our 1Model)

I (Cur Model)

II (Our ,Model )
III (Our odel)

I

I

II

II
II

I

I

II

II

III

(F.E.A.)

(Our ,;del )
(F.E.A.)

(Our vio!e )

(Our 'od i)

(F.E.A.)

(Our ,cd.el)

(F.E.A.)

(Our ,oal1)

(Our M'odel)

F I G U RE

= $11/Bbl. CASE II = $7/Bbl. CASE III = No O.P.E.C.

FEA results from tables AII-14, and AII-16, pps. 75 and 77,

reference [5].

OIL

23.0

19.7

18.6

18.7

19.1

26.0

20.0

27.4

20.3

20.4

28.7

22.3

30.6

22.6

22.2

10.6

11.8

11.8

11.7

11 .6

10.1

13.0

9.8
12.7

11.4

10.5

14.1

9.7
13.7

11.3

5.7

2.1

2.0

2.1

2.3

6.6

1.4

7.8

2.0

2.9

7.4

1 ..1

9.3

2.0

3.4

ci rFCTr~CIT
.. _ .

2.5

2.2

2.5

2.5

2.5

3.3

3.4

3.7

3.3

3.4

4.1

4.4

4.6

4.2

4.5

COAL

4.3

Z.3

2.3

2.6

5.9

2.3

6.0

2.3

2.7

6.7

2.7

6.9

2.6

3.1

CASE I

15
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Analysis of the trends in future fuel consumption patterns

derived from the two mcdels for Cases and II (using the same

price scenarios)reveals four interesting divergences:

1. Our projected gas consumption increases by about 20%

from 1972 to 19S5 for the price scenarios used, but

the F.E.A.'s gas consumption projections decrease

for the same price scenarios.

2. Our projected oil consu-:pticn decreases by 198 to,

about 50% of 1972 for $11 per barrel oil and remains

essentially constant for $7 per barrel oil, but the

F.E.A. projects a 30% increase for $1! per barrel and

a 60% incrcase for $7 per barrel oil. (The major reason

for this is our exclusion of fledstocks. More will
be said of this sortly).

3. Our projectcd coal consuoption d:reaasos by about 25%

by 15 for the price scenrrios used, :ile the F.E.A.

proc-Cs a 5C-607: increas in coal consrumption by 1985.

In addition, as the oil price decreases, the F.E.A.
coal consumption increases, W.hile our inodel demonstrates

the opposite trend in behavior.

4. wthere, by 1985, the F.E.A. odel results in 25% and

33" increases in total industrial energy consumption

for the $11 and $7 per barrel cases,- respectively,

our model results in 13: and 15% increases. (Again,

part of the difference is due to feedstocks).

In fact, the only similarity in behavior is that both models project

essentially the same patterns in electricity demand.

Unfortunately, the F.E.A. dces not secparately report their
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projection for petrochemical end-uses, making the forecasts not

entirely comparable. An alternative is to separately add a projection

for feedstock demands to our model results.

It has already ben reported that raw raterial use comprised

about 3.5 quadrillion CTU's of the F.E.A. 1972 consumiption data,

most of \which (3.4 qas) is accounted for by oil. If we assume

demand groth in tihis end use category will be 5 per year betw.een

1972 and 1985, then the 1905 use of fuel for fecdstocks would be about

6.6 cads (consisting of about 0.2 coal, 0.1 natural gas, and 6.3

oil) 19 . If ;e add these nmbrs to those der-ied frcm our model,
the project. 19`5 csnsu-ption numbers become:

_________________________ ______ ____ .- __ --...

1905 CASE I (F.E.A.)

1985 CSE I (Our -'-el plDUS

feedstoclks)

1°85 CS'.S II (F.E.A.)

1985 CAS II (0C'r 2.1 plus
feedstocks)

1985 CAE III (r ".del lus

feedstoc!ks)
,,,.__ : - -__ - -s_--' -

TOTAL

28.7

2 .9

30.6

2g.2

28.8

__

C- S OIL ELEC. COAL 

10.5

14.2

9.7

11.8

11 .4

7.4

7.4

9.3

8.3

9.7

4.1

4.4

4.6

4.2

4.5

. t _

6.7

2.9

6.9

2.8

3.5

19
Thc historical patterns of industrial raw m.atcrial use of fuel
ha\e been:

1960 - 1.4 quadrillion BTU's
1968 - 2.2 quadrillion BTU's

1972 - 3.5 quadrillion 67U's

for a 196G-1972 gro;Jth rate of 7.S,; per year.

We use a value of 5, for 1°72-19;3 to raflect the presence

of sc--e price response as well as to partially incorporate the
decrease in econc-.Ic activity of the past 18 mrnths. In addition,
this value mtakes the total demand orojecticns cf the two models
comparable so that we can better view the differences in fuel
substitution behavior.

,-AM

_- _

k
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Having done this, the large disparities in total energy demand and

oil dand disappecr leaving only the lareo and diverging trends

in gas and coal demands.

The reasons undrlyir;g these differenccs, are attributable

to the differozces in stimat2d coefficients of the to models.
The F.E.A. i-Cports tilr estirated c;.n-price and cross-price elasti-

cities for the industrial sector on page 62 f ppendix A-II of the

Project Indcpendence Report.

The three major differences are:

1. The F.E.A. ;,odel has an o:.-price elisticity for natural

gas of -1.5 vs. an esti;:-~ted value of -0.8 in our

model.

2. The F.E.A. mrodel has n o;n-pr ice elasticity for co:l

of -0.59 vs. an cstimated 'i u o f -1.1 in our rodel.

3. The F.E.A. n.odel exhibits a n2.,ativc cross-elasticity

betwc;en coal ccnrup:ion and oil prices.

Because of those diffarences, the F.E.A. prcjct much less gas

de rand and r,.uch ore coal dnard then our mei for :-e samre price

scenarios.

Finally, it is interesting that the "ro O.P.E.C." case results
in essentially the same total demand for:casts as the first t,o cases.

The only significant di erence &apars in t confinuratien of fuels

consuned. This is an illustration of t:: effcts of te relatively

low ttal d,and elasticity and hich s t 'stitut cn elasticities in this
sector-. The changed price configur, tion results in more oil, coal,

and electricity demand, and less gas deand -- exacly as one would

exec: given the price asumptions deictcd in Figure 14.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

It has been ar,' ed elsev;,here that the F.E.A. has probably

underestimated Future ~cis ad coal dcmand ar.d ove--estimLted future

oil demand2. For the industrial sector our results confir, that

,atural gos-d-a-nd has ben underest,mated. Our results do not

support the cc;clusion that oil demand has been over-estimated fr

this sectcr, r,-inly because of the pra2oniinanrce of grcth in feed-

stock uses, and rather than underesti. ting ccal demand, our work

suggests that coal d,-,and has been overestimated by the F.E.A.

This has iportant implications for policy anralysis and '

forecasting in the Project ndepo ndlene context, but it does not
inval idatLe the F.E.A. 's results ith regard to fut-re oil require-
ments. Our model ccnfir s t-hat alter.- tive energy fotms are highly
substit;utable in the in.dustrial sector, that the fuel consumption
patterns are higldy dcr:,,rc,-l on th c ts of ccmpctintg fels, and
that ;eczraphic trends of ir-ustrial d,elop:;.nt mrry b highly de-
perdent upon the avail'bility of low cst enecy rescurces. These
are ir..rtant concepts that rnd to be incorpoet^e.d itO the analysis
of future energy policy alternatives.

2 0See Ref 13], chapter 3.
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APPE!'DIX: DATA SC'J.1CES A'D DERIVATION

The data we h\e used is from many different sources.

Unfortunately, the fuel consupticn catcgories do not always cover

exactly ,e sa.me ue%, blt Vwe've n;,de every effort to reconcile

differences across sources.

The price data (which is at the retail level) is in $/BTU:

the consufr;ption data is in BTU's; value added is in dollars, other

variables are in similar singular units.

Natural Gas:

The indulstria gas consu,ticn d atc is te "total" catucgCry

minus the "Electric util.icS", "IsiCdentii. l" and "cc..2rcial"

catcgnrics in the U.S. u:lrEau of ,il'nes' :i.nerals \earbook as sho.n

in the "value nd cnsu:-Ption" table.

The vas pricn dta is contu'cttd by usin2 the total cons u.:)tion

figures describ. .Cve plis the electric utilities ccnsuptio; , and

dividing this into the tc-tl value of all this consumption. The elctrric

utilitie. sector is neccssarily used to construct a price because, until

l167, there is no value of consumption that does not include th_ electric

utilities sector. Thus, an averg price is constructed, though it doas

not exactly correspond to the fuel consu,?tion hich :e are ccnccrned with.

The gas figures are converted frci million cubic feet units

to BTU's by the Edison Electric InstitutS ct-tistical Yecrbook gas

conversion factors for electric utilitic' ftu.l consumption.
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Oil nd Coal

Industrial oil consL-ption inclu-dcs distillate nd rsidual oil

and non.-hoating kerosir.n in the "industrial", "oil .cc.mrny fuel", and

'.'miscellanecust" categories, except for cn-hioh'.:.y diesel' oil in the
mlscellanccs cate;cry. All data are from the ineral Industry Srvey's

b'Shipr-.nts of Fuel Oil and Krcsire". Shirtco,,ings o this data are

tht the industrial catcCory does not consistcntly includc or exclude

industl ial hating oil, anrd that even the B:re.iu of Mines itself is

unable to d crib '',hat pri.:r iy is i ncludcd in the rsclln ous
catecory bides diesel oil.

Coal conlumption data is frcm the r'inrals Yearjosk table "Distri-

bution f Bitu.Jirino's Coal r;d Lignite by Desti;ation and Consume.r Use", and

is the sun of the '"cc!,e .rnd as plants" -:'d t "ll ct-:r" ctcories,

,hich ecl',des ret-,l sales and sales to l.ctr'c utilities. This istl-e t icini . te of ;1u l te Iful cons L.tt.nt I a ca;tcoiez;
hc:1cver, no better cn b3 Ione c.n any sc.lk, th:;sh it can r:.,;,-bly
be :C,::,d It ,S-st tin:.itr. y dcas not' L.y its coal rc retail

outlts. The short-c.i"ng hcre is akin to that of oil t-- the "all

othcFr" c:teory t;ill include relevint ccn;-'::)t io. but it will ce--

tainly also i.clude a lt of ir rlevant ccnsur.,tion -- this is
impossible to trace at the state level.

The oil consumption data is convertd. from barrels to BTU's as

follows: residual = 6.287 x 106 BTU's/b:rrel; distillate = 5.°25 x 106

BTU's/barrel; kerosine = 5.67 x 106 BTU's/barrel. Thcse conversion fi-ures

come from the 1971 edition of the !A;,erican Petroleum nstitute Handbook.

The coal ccnsumption data is converted from tons to- BTU's by the coal-

consumed by electric-utilities conversion factors in the Edison Electric

Insti ute's Statistical Yearbook.

Both the coal and oil price series were created (since no by-state
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industrial price scries were availTble) by using the 12 Census of

Manufacturcrs prices for these fuels in 162. The coal price is

thbn extendd through 172 by ,earns of t; drived yearly percentse

incre;es in the electric utilities pric's of t!:L fuels from the Edison

Electric Institute's Statistical Yarboo!:. The oil price is extend d
by the sar-e mir.thc, accordting to the 2 fel oil prices fron the

.Tterican Gas Associaic:;'s "Gas iouseheating Survey" instead.

E ctrlcity

Industrial electricity cnttion and price s from, the StatIst cal

Yearbock's "Sales Cn \.!r.Us" ctcric-s undcr "Lar,- Lioht nd Pcwer",

whose dra:.;.-ck is the F ihle inclusiio of larr.c cot,..rslial fir.ms and
other irrelcvant large firms . r;d the poss'bie e::clusen of small in-
dustrial filris. The a'~r.c price of clcctricity is ._:rely Rev\'crn:us

divided by Sles, as ith r. trai gs. :re, caIf^i ll,, it would be

good to 'v rrin:l ricec , t:but t2 ;rl'::,:r' imnl elcctic ;t,, 'rcs

availabi, are frcm 'he ':Tyical Ectric B llS"' Fublcatcns, .d !t;.n
by-stat- cly for te -r "idatl -cc;-.crciai cctor. The eicctr'icitv

figures, in '.:h, ca"e ct;vct'J [ to ITU': by 3412.8 GTU'/h.

Averare Pr;ca' : :l "- - .t Al -' : .t-l Ft'-:I - Er. '.ti.~ns

The average prices ued in the stt. allocation equation are

created by calculating a eighted avertlie of individ':al state fuel
prices, the weights being state fuel nar',ct shares.

The average prices in the tot al- - r;nd c r.l ion are created by

computing a .eightca verace of the avcr,-a prices in the state allocat4en
equation, te weiChts being each tate's share of total U.S. ndustrial
energy consumption.
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mi.. C.- II

The poul&t.ion c;ta is fro.m the Durcau of the Census.

The value-added fi-,'es nd fir;:ctions (drived frcm. tn:alty

S.I.C. code valums in each stlte) ueCd irn'C-rctively with other

vari.blcs c;- Z frim thl- Cennus of K.:nf!.ccurcrs and the Annual

Survey c-,f t'-nufacturers.

The dollar el^ c,.c;- is the :!.olesl price ~ne',; fcr non-farn
industrial ccm,;'.itics in const;nt 157 dollars.

I'e ':.ould hvcwe lT;c,._d \r,; .".L ; to h\ve c;:,1icit dta on te

agricultura l ;:ctr, eg. \-i v i is, of courze, un-
acccu.t:ble. In a''itlzn, C;., i , n.rd le:tricity used rc.O.-rcsi-

dentially in t!c irc";aul' .- ;cr ' j:i.r.:: in such plic:cs
as the "esic ll; -.'-" r.c , .ll .s " t'. "Ct;'" C;_ .S fcr .S-

in t ' sci .ct.. "; '-till'' c''-. ; ; -,,s T ;c1 i l 1 d cin t

'res' r; ,I' a oI "sr.-.i 1 ' d r : C-" c. :, :r for iclczriclty.

In sum Solm dz;-.,c ri ; .. t i ..,. a: r;; '; thl;s ji C:E .r. y

and inconsistncy.


